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     Hong Lou Meng (HLM) is a masterpiece of Chinese classical literature and 
considered as an encyclopedia of traditional Chinese culture. Its chapter titles are 
symmetrical in structure and profound in implications, which contain a large amount 
of cultural default both in structure and meaning. There are two complete English 
versions respectively translated by Hawkes & Minford (The Story of the Stone) and 
the Yangs (A Dream of Red Mansions), both of which enjoy great reputation in the 
circles of translation. In this thesis we study different approaches adopted by the 
translators to deal with the cultural default in chapter titles with the purpose of finding 
the best methods to compensate cultural default in literary translation. 
Cultural default is defined as the absence of relevant background knowledge 
shared by the writer and his intended readers. This thesis divides the cultural default 
in chapter titles of HLM into ecological cultural default, material cultural default, 
social cultural default, religious cultural default and linguistic cultural default. Since 
what is transparent to the source language readers in the form of cultural default is 
often a cultural vacuum to target language (TL) readers, literal translation will lead to 
the loss of the structural effects or the potential meaning of cultural default, thus 
influencing the information transmission of the source text and the understanding of 
the TL readers. The making up for or explanation of the loss adopted by the 
translators is the compensation for cultural default. Based on the classification of 
cultural default in chapter titles of HLM, the thesis divides the compensation for 
cultural default into compensation for structure and compensation for meaning. By 
comparing the translation compensation in Hawkes’ version and Yangs’ version, 
some practical methods for the two kinds of compensation are introduced.  
Approaches for compensation for structure are alliteration, affixation, lexis and 
sentence pattern, while approaches for compensation for meaning are amplification, 
















One of the innovative ideas of the thesis lies in the classification of cultural 
default and its compensation based on Nida’s classification of culture and other 
scholars’ definitions of compensation. To sum up the practical compensation methods 
by comparing the translation compensation in the two English versions is also my 
invention. The thesis aims at exploring the operable methods of compensation through 
theory description and case study, to better the C-E literary translation, especially the 
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合译的The Story of the Stone（1973），以及杨宪益、戴乃迭（Gladys Yang）夫妇




























及其两个英译本——即霍克斯与闵福德合译的 The Story of the Stone（1973），以



































































































































































状况一直持续到 20 世纪上半叶。哈维（Keith Harvey）的研究结果显示，从 20
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